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(= p(x + L)) on 0 ^ x < L by:

1, 0 ^ x < d,

p(x) = k, (2k -3)d ^ x < (2k - 1 )d (k = 2, • • • , n), (2)

.b, (2n — l)d ^ x < 2nd,
where b is a positive constant to be determined. Then the graph of P{x) is a polygonal
path with vertices having abscissas on 0 g x < L at x = 0, d, • • • , (2n — 1 )d. It will
be shown that for a proper choice of the constant b the function P(x) of (1) has maxima
occurring at the points x = 0, 2d, ■ • • , (2n — 2)d. For reasons of continuity, it is clear
that the above p(x) can be replaced by a continuous positive function possessing a single
maximum on the interval 0 ^ x ^ L and so that the corresponding P(x) of (1) possesses
n maxima on 0 ^ x < L; see the remark of [1], p. 272.

An easy calculation shows that, for the p(x) of (2), the function P(x) satisfies

f (n + 1 )bd, for m = 1, 3, • • • , 2n — 1,
P(md) = c„ + j (3)

I (n + 2)bd, for m = 2, 4, • • • , 2n — 2.
Accordingly, since the constants cm do not depend on b, it is clear from (3) that for a
sufficiently large b, the inequalities P(2kd) > P[(2/c + l)rf] and P[(2k + l)rf] < P[(2k +
2)d] hold for k = 0, 1, 2, • • • , n — 1. Thus, the function P{x) has n maxima
on 0 ^ x < L as claimed, and the existence of a continuous p(x) with the desired
properties now follows as remarked above.
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ON HELICAL SPRINGS OF FINITE THICKNESS*
By PETER HENRICI (National Bureau of Standards)

1. Introduction. The problem of determining the stress distribution in a statically
loaded, closely coiled helical spring, whose cross-section is not necessarily small in com-
parison with the diameter of the helix, has been solved approximately by iteration by
Gohner [5, 6] and exactly in terms of a series of appropriate Legendre functions by
Freiberger [4]. In the present paper it is shown that the exact values of the stress con-
centration factor as well as of some other significant quantities of the problem can be
developed in terms of a certain parameter (namely the reciprocal of the so-called spring
index) so as to recover Gohner's approximations and to obtain further approximations
of the same type.

*Received May 20, 1954. The preparation of this paper was sponsored by the Office of Naval
Research.
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2. Formulation of the problem. Mathematically the stress problem under con-
sideration may be stated as follows1. Let the z-axis of a system of cylindrical coordinates
(r, #, z) coincide with the spring axis and denote by 9 the intersection of a turn of the
spring with the half-plane & = 0. Let the center of gravity of g he on the plane z = 0 at
a distance R from the z-axis. Let furthermore

r G sin 2aC " R '

where G is the shear modulus of elasticity and a the difference of the pitch angles of the
spring in loaded and unloaded state2. Then, if the "stress function" 4>(r, z) solves the
boundary value problem

d2<f> . d2<p 3 d<t> .
dr2 + dz ~ r'dr ~~ S' ^

0 = 0 on the boundary of Q,

the shear stresses (rr , t2) in g are given by

R2 d<t> „R2 d<f> . .
T'-~cT2dz' T'-cT2fr- (2)

Here C, because it involves the unknown quantity a, is unknown. If one wishes to
compute the maximum shear stress occurring under a given load,

1/2

w = Cr*„ , r*ni = Max (R/r)2 \fj + (I)' (3)

one has to eliminate C from (3) and from the expression for the total moment,3

W = CW*,

W* = R2 ff - r) - z^drdz = -2R3 fj r~z<\> dr dz, (4)
8 8

for which by mechanical considerations one can also write

W = RF,
where F denotes the force exerted on the spring in the direction of the z-axis. It follows
that

Tm ai = RF W* (5)

3. The stress-concentration factor. We are here primarily interested in the case
where Q is a circle. If we denote its radius by p, it is convenient to write

r = K t(0> (6)'max AXc 'max j \V-V

'Mitchell [8]; Gohner [5, 6]; Biezeno and Grammel [2], pp. 306-328; Southwell [9], p. 374; Timoshenko
and Goodier [10], pp. 391-395; Wahl [11], pp. 38-42; see also Collatz [3], pp. 292, 310, 313, 355, 363,
where the problem is used as an example for the application of various numerical methods.

LThe theory is exact only if the pitch angle of the spring is zero, i.e., if the spring reduces to an
incomplete tore. However, as the quoted authors point out, it may be regarded as a good approximation
in the case of a small pitch angle. For a detailed discussion of this point see Wahl [11], p. 41.

'Mitchell [8], p. 134.
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where
(0) 2 RF

Tmax =  3" \ < )irp

is the maximum shear stress as given by the well-known elementary theory (neglecting
the finite thickness or, what amounts to the same, the curvature of the spring), and
K„ is the so-called stress-concentration factor4. Since in this case it is clear for mechanical
reasons that t—. occurs at the point P of the circumference of the circle nearest to the
spring axis, we obtain from (5), (6) and (7), denoting the shear stress at this point by
r, = Cr*P ,

x = t*
2 \W* (8)

4. Solution of the boundary value problem for a circle. As indicated by Mitchell
[8], an explicit solution of the boundary value problem (1) can be given for the case
that g is a circle if bipolar coordinates (£, ?j) defined by

c sinh £ s sinh n
r = — r r   , 2 = 

cosh £ — cos r; ' cosh £ — cos r?

(c = const.) are introduced. It is easily seen that if £0 > 0 is a fixed value of £ and 57
varies from 0 to 2ir, the point (r, 2) travels along a given circle with center at (0, R) and
radius p < R provided

cosh £0 = R/p, c = (R2 — Py\ (9)

For the following it is convenient to denote by

q = p/R
the reciprocal value of the so-called spring index. The solution of (1), which in essence
was first given explicitly by Freiberger [4] (who, however, uses a stress function slightly
different from </>), can then be written as follows:

<t>(r, z) = 2'3/2tt'1(R2 — p2)(cosh £ — cos tj)~3/2 sinh2 £

(10)
• X) «»M„(g)Q»-i/2(cosh £) — Q„-i/2(coshI)} cosnij.

n —0

Here e„ is the Neumann number (e0 = 1; e» = 2, n = 1, 2, 3, • • •),

-^*(9) = Qn-l/2(q )/Qn—1/2(9 )> (11)

and Q,{z) and Q", (z) denote the ordinary and the associated Legendre function of the
second kind as defined in [7]. It can be shown that the series in (10) converges uniformly
in £ and tj for all 17 and all £ such that cosh_I£ ^ q < 1.

From (2) and (10) one readily derives the following expansion for t*, which is equiva-
lent to that given in [4]:

T* = 2-3/V1p<f3/2(l - q)-\l + q)W2

(12)
• £ (-l)%„{(n - 3/2)An(g)Q2+1/2(<7-1) - (n + 1 /2)Qn+1/2(q'1)}.

4Wahl [11], p. 110.
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Similarly one finds from (4) and (10)
W* =.W*w + W*m, (13)

"where

= xpV[ 1 - (1 - qT2}, (14)

"whilst W*w> is given by the more complicated expression

W*m = —2t~1 - qy/2 £} enAn(q)Sn(q), (15)
n —0

S.(q) = f (s2 - D-'Q.-v^sJ^-v^s) ds. (16)
J l/Q

These formulas can again be shown to be equivalent to those given by Freiberger.
Formula (15) has the numerical advantage over the corresponding one in [4] of not
involving differences of large numbers5.

5. Developments in powers of q. In order to bring the above results into a practical
-form, we develop the right sides of (12) and (13) in terms of powers of the only essential
parameter q. This is done by developing the Legendre series termwise and rearranging.
The rearrangement, which is permissible in view of Weierstrass' theorem, is facilitated
by the fact that the nth terms in (12) and (15) are 0(g") and 0(g2n+2) respectively, so
that in collecting powers of a fixed order one has to cope only with a finite number of
terms. Computational details are omitted.

We start by developing AJq). Using (11) we obtain by straightforward division of
the two hypergeometric series involved in the definition of the Legendre functions

. ,s _  1 J, _ 1 2 _ 12n2 + 8w - 3 4
n{q> (n + l/2)(n + 3/2) \ n + 1 q 16(n + l)2(n + 2) 9

_ 80n4 + 288n3 + 8w2 - 392w + 33 # _
128(n + l)3(n + 2)(n + 3) 9

"It is now easily found that

*-pJ1.5 ,17 2 ,215 3 ,6827 4 , \ ,10,Tp 2 i. 4 9 16 9 256 9 8192 q + " J ^ ^

For JF*(1) the coefficients of the power series can be given in closed form:

(l/2)n  2n 6 /,qn

H -2q°h(n+l)\q ■ (19)
In order to expand W*(0\ we need to develop the integrals Sn(q). By partial integration
.one finds

(17)

s,(q) = [Q„_,„(•)]* - r (s2 - i)-i[q»-i/!(s)]2
Ji/Q

ds.

5See the remark in [4], p. 370.
6(a)o = 1; (o)„ = a(a + 1) . . . (a + n - 1), n = 1, 2, . . . .
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The terms of this expression are easily expanded by use of the formula

s2'+2M+V - l)""[Qi(s)]2

= e2i"T
r(y + M + l)r(l/2)V (v + m + 1)„ —2n — n + I, v 1, —n;~I

2'+Ir(v 4- 3/2) I n\ 3rl 2, + 2, * + 3/2 J'
(20)

T(* + 3/2)
which can be proved by application of a result due to Clausen7. Carrying out the ex-
pansions and rearranging, we finally find

and hence, using (13),

nr, 7Tp" /, , 3 2 , 2269 4 , \ /ririN
W - "TV + Ie5 +12288« + (22)'

In virtue of (8) we obtain now for the stress-concentration factor the expression

Tr 1 | ® fr I ^ -r2 | l®** -I3 I 11911 I /r.r,\Kc = \+ -q + -q + 2^2 + 3457^ 2 + • •' • (23)'

6. Comparison with other approximate results. The first three terms of the last
formula, as well as the corresponding terms in (18) and (22), agree with Gohner's second
order approximation [5, 6], which was constructed by carrying out the first two steps of
an iterative method of solving (1). See also [2] and [10] for expositions of the method.
The third order term in (23) however does not agree with a term + q3 given by Wahl8.
The error seems to be due to the fact that, following [10], Wahl writes (in our notation)

1 , 1 , 1 2
+ 7 Q + 7H 9'2 U — ? 4 16

(which up to the term of second order in q is identical with (18)) and then extends the
expansion only of (1 — q)'1 to the third order term.
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